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INDUCED P-MODULES AND DIFFERENTIAL COMPLEXES
BY

MORIHIKO SAITO (*)

RESUME. — On introduit la notion de complexe differentiel et de 'D-Module induit,
on definit leur dual et image directe et on demontre la dualite pour un morphisme
propre, ce qui implique la dualite de ^-Modules avec la compatibilite a celle de Verdier.
On donne aussi une remarque sur la preuve de la correspondance de Riemann-Hilbert.
ABSTRACT. — We introduce the notion of differential complex and induced
P-Module, define their duals and direct images, and prove the duality for proper
morphisms, which implies the duality of ^-Modules and its compatibility with the
Verdier duality. A remark on the proof of the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence is
also given.

Introduction
Let / : X —> Y be a proper morphism of complex manifolds, or
smooth algebraic varieties, and M9 6 D^(Vx) a bounded complex
of Px-Modules with coherent cohomologies. Then we have the duality
isomorphism (c/. also [B, Be, Scl-2]) :
(0.1)

/.DM* -^ D/,Ar

in ^oh(^r).

if WM* have good filtrations (locally on Y). Here D is the dual functor,
and f^ is the direct image of P-Modules. For simplicity, assume X = P",
Y = pt, and M3 are direct sums of V x ^ 0 x ° x ( p ) ' Then we have
the isomorphism (0.1) for each M3 by the Serre duality, but it is not
completely trivial that the differentials on the both sides of (0.1) commute
with the isomorphism, because we have to prove some relation between
the duality isomorphism and the action of differential operators, e. g. the
action of the global vector fields on ^(P", ^n) is zero (this can be easily
(*) Texte recu Ie 2 octobre 1988, revise Ie 10 mars 1989
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checked, if the distributions are used in the Serre duality). In this note we
show that the duality isomorphism (0.1) is naturally denned in general by
introducing the notion of induced P-Module and differential complexe.
An induced P^-Module M is a right P^-Module isomorphic to
L^ox vx tor an Ox-Module L. Then we have f^M ^ Rf.L^oy ^Y
by definition, where /, denotes the sheaf theoretic direct image, and / is
always assumed to be proper. The dual DM of M is defined by
(0.2)

DM = Unomo^ {L^x[dx}) ^o^ ^x.

This definition coincides with the usual one,
H Hom-D^ [L 0 Vx^x[dx] ^ Dx),
if L is coherent. Then the duality isomorphism (0.1) for such M is defined

by
(0.3)

/*DM = Rf.RHomo^ {L,LJx[dx]) ^Oy ^Y
-^ RHomoy {Rf.L,Rf.ujx[dx}) ^Oy ^Y
T

^ Hnomo^ (R/.L,^y[dy]) ®OY ^Y = D/*M

using the analytic, or algebraic, trace morphism Trj : Rf^x[dx} -^
o;y[dy], where ujx = ^^ and dx = dimX. But we have to still
impose some condition on the trace morphism for the compatibility of the
morphism (0.3) with the differential of M, if M becomes a complex, and
this condition is rather difficult to satisfy in the level of complex, cf. 3.14.
This point can be further simplified by using the associated differential
complexes.
For 0^-Modules L, L' the differential morphisms of L to L' are the
image of the injective morphism defined by 0p^ Ox '
(0.4)

nom^^^Vx^L'^^Dx) —> Hornet.Ll)

where the image is denoted by Hom^^{L,L'). This injectivity means
that the morphisms of the induced Modules are completely recovered by
the associated differential morphisms. The direct image of L is defined
simply by the sheaf theoretic direct image, i.e. the differential morphisms
are stable by the direct image. Then the above duality isomorphism (0.3)
corresponds to
(0.5)

f.Hom^L.Kx) — Hom^(Hf.L, f.Kx)
^ Hom^(Rf.L,KY}
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where Kx = DR(Kx) with uJx[dx} —)> Kx an injective resolution as VxModules, and T^om^ denotes the subsheaf of Hom^ff corresponding to
(J Homox (^ L' 0 FpT>x) "-> Uomo^ (L, L1 0 Vx}
P
= Hom-u^ (L 0 Vx, L' 0 Vx) •

Here the trace morphism Try : f.Kx —> Ky is defined to be compatible
with the filtration F associated to the de Rham functor DR, and Gr^ Try
coincides with the above analytic, or algebraic, trace morphism Try :
Kx —> KY - Then the compatibility with the differential of L is clear, if it
is defined in T-Lom^-^. For the proof of the isomorphism we may assume
that L is a coherent O^c-Module. Then (0.5) is quasi-isomorphic to the
composition :
(0.6)

f.UomoA^Kx) ——Homo^ (Hf.L^f.Kx)
—^nomoy(^f.L,KY)

and the assertion is reduced to the dualities in [H], [RRV]. Here Rf.L is
defined by choosing some canonical /,-acyclic resolution of L.
We also show the compatibility of the dual functor with the de Rham
functor DRD = DDR in the holonomic case using the forgetful functor
of the differential complexes, where the proof of the isomorphism is same
as in [Kl]. Then the compatibility of the duality for proper morphisms
(0.1) with the topological (i.e. Verdier) duality by the de Rham functor
becomes trivial, because Try : Kx —^ KY represents the topological trace
morphism Try : Hf.Cx[2dx] -^ Cy[2dy].
These results were first proved in the filtered case in [Sl, paragraph 2],
where the arguments are sometimes simplified (e.g. the stability of the
coherence by the direct image by proper morphisms) due to the existence
of the global filtration. In fact, we have to use the filtrered theory to relate
the two trace morphisms Try : Kx —> Ky and Try : Kx —> KY (see 3.7).
Here it should be noted that
FpHom^L.L') := Homo^^' ^ FpVx)

the sheaf of the differential morphisms of order < p coincides with
Pzjy^L,!/) the differential operators of order < p in the sense of
GROTHENDIECK [BO] (see (1.20.2)).
We also introduce the notion of diagonal pairing to simplify some
argument in the proof of the fully faithfulness of the Riemann-Hilbert
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correspondence, cf. 4.7. This can be also used to define the duality
isomorphism, cf. 4.8, and might simplify some arguments which should
be needed in the proof of [Sc 1-2] (see 4.9).
In paragraph 1 we define the induced P-Modules and the differential
complexes, and prove some equivalence of categories to assure the existence of some resolution. In paragraph 2 we define the dual and prove the
compatibility with the de Rham functor in the holonomic case. In paragraph 3 we show the duality for proper morphisms and its compatibility
with the topological one. In paragraph 4 we explain about the diagonal
pairings.
I would like to thank Professors A. BOREL, P. DELIGNE, M. KASHIWARA
and B. MALGRANGE for useful discussions and good suggestions. This
research was partially supported by NSF grant DMS 8610730.
1. Induced P-Modules and Differential Complexes
1.0. — In this note X denotes a complex manifold, or a smooth algebraic variety, and Vx the sheaf of holomorphic, or algebraic, differential
operators. In the algebraic case, the Ox- (and DX-) Modules are assumed
quasi-coherent (except in paragraph 4). We identify the left and right PXModules by the functor M i-^ Q^ ®0x ^ where dx ''= dimX. We use
mainly the right P-Modules, because they are more convenient to the definition of dual and the proof of the duality (in fact, the induced P-Modules
are naturally defined as right P-Modules).
1.1 Definition. — A Px-Module M is induced^ if it is isomorphic to
L <^>0x ^x tor an 0^-Module L. Mi(Vx) denotes the additive category
of the induced Z)^-Modules, which is a full sub category of the abelian
category of Vx -Modules M{Vx)' Then Cf(Px), ^(^x), D^Vx) and
(^(Z^), etc. (same for d, C^, C^~', etc.) are defined as in [VI], where
D^(Vx), Db('Dx)^ etc. are obtaind by inversing the quasi-isomorphisms
in K^Vx)^ K\Vx)^ etc.
1.2 LEMMA. — For induced'Dx-Modules M, N, we have M 0'p^Ox ==
M ^T)x ^x' ^- Tor^'^ (M, Ox} = 0 for i -f- 0, and the natural morphism

(1.2.1)

nomDx(M,N) —>nomcx{^^'Dx°x,N^x Ox)

is injective.
Proof. —
[Sl, 2.2.2].

The first assertion is clear, and the second is shown in

1.3 Definition. — For 0^-Modules L, L', we denote by Hom^^^L^ L1)
TOME 117— 1989— N° 3
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and call the differential morphisms of L to L' the image of the injection (1.2.1) :
Hom^(L^ox^x^L1'^Ox^x) ——Uom^(L,L^

(1.3.1)

We denote by M(0^,Diff) the additive category whose objects are the
Ox-Modules, and morphisms are the differential morphisms. We have a
natural functor
(1.3.2)

DR~ :M(Ox,Diff) -^ M,(Z>x)

such that DR (L) = L (S)0x ^x -, and it is an equivalence of categories
by the injectivity of (1.2.1). We define (^(O^Diff), J^(Ox,Diff) as
above, and .D^O^Diff) by inversing the D-quasi-isomorphisms (same
for D, D^ ^ etc.). Here a morphism of C^^Oxi Diff) is called a D-quasiisomorphism, if its image by DR is a quasi-isomorphism (similar for
D- acyclic). By definition we have the equivalence of categories
DR~1 : ^ (Ox, Diff) ^ D^Vx)

(1.3.3)

(same for C\ K^, and D, D+, etc.).
1.4. Remark. —
The morphism (1.3.1) is induced by the following commutative diagrams for P C 7-(om^(L(g) V X ^ L ' 0 Vx) =
Homox^.L^Vx) :

L^ox^x

—p—^

L'^ox^x

L'^ox^x

(1.4.1)

p
L

M(p)

.

L'

L

^^.L'

where DR(P) is the image of P by (1.3.1), and the vertical morphisms
are defined by the tensor over Ox of the natural morphism Vx —^ Ox

(Q^Ql).
1.5. LEMMA. — For M e M(Vx), put
(1.5.1)

DR(M) := [0 —^ M 0e>^ A^ Ox —^ • • •
• • • —> M (^ox Qx —^ M —> 0]
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where Qx is the sheaf of holomorphic or algebraic vector fields, and
the degree of M is zero. Choosing coordinates (rci,... ,;r^) and their
dual vector fields 9i,...,(9^, (1.5.1) is identified with the Koszul complexK{M-,9^...,9dx)[dx], (cf. [KK] for the intrinsic definition). Then
DR(M) is a complex o/M(0^,Diff) by the natural Ox-Module structure
on Af0 ^Qx, and we have a natural quasi-isomorphism of complexes of
T>x -Modules

(1.5.2)
where DR

DR^DR^M) —^ M,
M = M (g) T>x —^ M is induced by Vx —> Ox as in 1.4.

Proof. — This is a special case of [Sl, 2.1.6, 2.2.8], where F on M is
trivial.
1.6. Remark.—
DR M = M^ox^x has two structures of
right P^-Modules which are interchangeable by the lemma below. We
have a natural isomorphism of DR{DR M) with DR DR(M), and
DR(DR

M) is just the Koszul complex K(M ^ O x ^ x ' ^ i , ' . . , 9dx)[dx}'

1.7. LEMMA. —
For a right Vx-Module M, there is a unique
involution of M^Ox^x, which induces the identity on M = M0l,
and exchanges the two structures of right Vx-Module on M^Ox ^x •'
one is associated with the tensor over Ox, and the other is the right
multiplication ofT>x-

Proof. — We denote by t(P) the action of P c Vx associated with the
tensor over Ox of right and left 2^-Modules, i.e. (m 0 n)t(a) = ma 0 n,
(m 0 n)t{v) = mv^n - m^vn for a e Ox, v e Ox. Then the above
involution L must satisfy i(m 0 P) = (m 0 l)^(P), and we can easily check
L2 = id using local coordinates, which completes the proof (cf. [Sl, 2.4.2]).
Remark.—
If we fix the coordinates (a;i,... ,.r^), and identify
^x ^>0x ^x with T>x by dx 0 P ^ P, then the involution of ujx 0 T>x is
identified with the involution * oiVx defined by (PQ)* = Q*P*, x^ = xi,
Q^ = —Q[. This involution is essentially used in the proof of M* ^ DDM'
for M9 e ^oh(^x).
1.8. PROPOSITION. —
(1.8.1)

We have an equivalence of categories

DR~1 : D\OxW) -^ D^Vx) -^ D^Vx)

where a quasi-inverse is given by DR (same for D,D^ ,D~).

Proof. — By 1.5 and [VI], D^Vx) -^ D^-Dx) is an equivalence of
categories, and DR DR is isomorphisc to id.
TOME 117 — 1989 — N° 3
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For L E M(Ox,Diff), we have a functorial quasi-

DR^DR^L) -—.L

in (^(Ox^Diff),

L = L(g) Vx —^ L is induced by Vx —> Ox as in 1.5.

Proof. — The last morphism L C^ T>x —^ L corresponds to the morphism L 0 Vx ^/x ^x —^ L 0 Vx denned b y u ( ^ P ^ > Q - ^ u ^ PQ, and
is denned in M^x^Diff). Then the assertion is easily checked using the
Koszul complex K(L ^ Vx; 9i ? • • • ? 9dx) •
Remark. —
DR
of (1.9.1) is isomorphic to (1.5.2) applied to
M = L (S) "DX using the involution 1.7.
1.10. COROLLARY. — L* C (7(Ox,Diff) is acyclic, if it is D-acyclic,
(c/. 1.3), and a morphism of C(0xi Diff) is an quasi-isomorphism, if it
is a D-quasi-isomorphism.
1.11 Definition.—
We define subsheaves of 'Hom^^^L.L'} =
Homy^ (L 0 Vx ,L'(S) Vx) by
(1.11.1)

Fp Hom^{L, L') = Fp Uomr>^ (L 0 Px^' 0 Z>x)
:= TYom,^ (L, L' 0 FpPx) ^ Hom^ (L, L' ^) Px)
= Homy^ (L^/Dx,Lf^Vx)= Hom^(L, L'}

and put
Hom^(L, L ' ) = Hom^ { L ^ V x ^ L ' ^ ) V x ) =\jFp -Hom^L, L1}.
P
A differential morphism belonging to 7^omi^(L,I/) (resp. to
Fp'Hom^ff^L^L1)) is called of finite order (resp. of order < p). Let
M(Ox^'iff)^ be the subcategory of M(Ox?Diff) whose morphisms are
the differential morphisms of finite orders, and define (^(Ox^Diff)^
I^(Ox,Diff)^ etc. as in 1.3.
Remarks.

i) 7Yom^g.(L, L') = 'Hom^[f[(L^L')^ if L is coherent.
ii) For a complex of Px-Modules M*, DR{M9) is a complex of
A^Ox^Diif)^, because the differential of M9 is Ox-linear, i.e. order 0,
and that ofDR(M- 7 ) is order 1.
hi) Hom-p^ (M, M') is not well-defined for induced P-Modules M, M'
unless the isomorphisms M = £0 PX) e^c. are chosen.
BULLETIN DE LA SOCIETE MATHEMATIQUE DE FRANCE
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1.2 PROPOSITION. —
(1.12.1)

We have an equivalence of categories

DR^ : ^(O^Diff/ -^ D\Vx)

with a quasi-inverse DR.

Proof. — By 1.5, DR oDR ^ id, and it is enough to construct a relatively functorial isomorphism DR(I}R~1L) ^ L in Db{Ox^S)f'. With
the notations of the two lemmas below, we have D-quasi-isomorphisms in

c^ox^isy :
(1.12.2)

DR^DR^L) <— Fp]}R(15R~1) —^ L

for p > 0, if we define F on M = L^ox^x as in 1.14 below. In
fact L^Vx —> L in 1.9. has infinite order, because it corresponds to
id C Homox (^ ^ ^x-> L 0 T>x)^ but its restriction to L 0 FpDx has finite
order p. Then in the algebraic case, a differential morphism of finite
order preserves the filtration F of DR(DR L) up to shift globally, and
we get the assertion. In the analytic case, for a finite number of OxModules and differential morphisms of finite orders between them such
that the directions of the morphisms are compatible with some ordering
of the Ox-Modules, we have a locally finite covering {Uz} of X such that
the morphisms preserves the filtration F of DR(DR L) up to shift on
Ui := rizcz ^ ^or ^y ^' Moreover we can choose the shift so that the
natural inclusion (ji)\j]~1 —> (jr)\j~[1 for I D I ' preserves the filtration,
where ji : Uj —> X. Then we replace (1.12.1) by the co-Cech complex
using {ji)\j~s~1^ and we get the assertion.
1.13 LEMMA. — For a filtered Vx-Module (M,F), i.e. (FpM)FqVx C
Fp^qM, UFpM == M and FpM = 0 for p « 0 locally on X , let F, F be
the filtration of E^{M) ,I)R~1 IDR{M} = I)R(M(S)Vx) (cf. 1.6.) such
that F^M^A^x) = F^M^Ox, Fp((M0 Vx) 00x A^Ox) =
(Fp-iM^ox ^x) 00x A'Ox. Then F, F are filtrations in C^Ox^S),
C^CDx) such that Gr^ DR(M) are complexes of Ox-Modules and

(1.13.1)

FpDR(M^Vx)=DR \FpDR(M)),
Gr^DR(M^Vx) = (Gr^DR(M)) 0,^ Px.

Proof. — The assertion is clear by definition (cf. 1.6).
TOME 117 — 1989 — N° 3
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1.14. LEMMA. — With the notation as above, Gr^ DR(M) is acyclic
for p > 0 (resp. p » 0 locally on X), if (M,F) = L^Ox^x.F), i.e.
FpM = L^ox FpT>x (resp. M is coherent and F is a good filtration, i.e.
Gr^ M is coherent over Gr^ Vx)- If Gr^ DR(M) are acyclic for p > RQ,
the natural morphisms
(1.14.1)

M^D^M) ^— DR~lFpDR{M) —^ M

are quasi-isomorphisms for p > po.

Proof^ — The first assertion is clear for M = L 0 T>x i because
Gr^ DR(M) is the Koszul complex
K(L^ox Ox[^... ^x];^ • • • ^dx)[dx]
with ^ = Grc^.
The coherent case is then reduced to this case using a filtered resolution
of (M, F) by filtered free P^-Modules of finite rank, which exists locally
(c/. [Sl, 2.1.17]). (Here we do not need the finite length of the resolution
and Cartan's theorem A is enough). The last assertion is clear by 1.5
and 1.13.
1.15 Definition. — Dcoh(^x) (resp. Aioi(^x)) is the full subcategory
of D(Vx) defined by the condition : W M* are coherent (resp. holonomic)
(same for D^D^, etc.). We define £^(Ox,Diff)^ etc. naturally so
that
(1.15.1)

DR~1 : D^{0x^)f — D^(Vx) — ^oh(^x)

(same for hoi). A complex in D^(Ox,Diff) (resp. jD^(Ox,Din')) is
called D- coherent (resp. D-holonomic). We say that M is a good coherent
P^-Module, if for any relatively compact open subset U of X, there
exists a finite filtration G of M\ of Px-Modules such that Gr^ M\
are coherent P^-Modules with good nitrations. In the algebraic case
this notion is same as the coherence (c/. [B, Be]). Let Db ^(Rx) be
the full subcategory of Db(px) with good coherent cohomologies, and
^^( a ^ Diff ) / the full subcategory of D\Ox^SV defined by the
condition : DR~1 L9 C ^eoh^). Put Z^ = D^ H A.oi. Then
(1.15.2)

DR~1 : ^(^Diff/ -^ D^(Vx)

(same for Z^oi) (cf. 1.12).
BULLETIN DE LA SOCIETE MATHEMATIQUE DE FRANCE
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The following lemmas will be used for the definition of dual in paragraph 2.
1.16. LEMMA. —
Hom^ff^L'^L) and
M(Ox,Diffy ;

Let L, L' and L" be Ox-Modules. Then u in
v in Hom^ff(L1\L") induce morphisms of

^ •' nom^L^L') -^ Hom^{L"^L1)^
^ : Uom^W -^ Hom^L^}
by composition, where the Ox-Module structure of'Hom^^L^L'), etc.
is given by the composition of the action of Ox (viewed as differential
morphisms of order 0) on the target of the morphisms L', etc.

Proof. — The assertion for u* is clear, because it is 0^-linear (i.e. of
order 0) by definition of the 0^-structure on 'Hom^-^. For v^ we use the
Ox-Module structure of t! 0,^ Vx associated to ®0x ? an^
(L' ^ Px)^x ^x = L1 (g),^ (Px 0/x ^x)
= {L' ^ Vx)^ (Px ^Ox ^x)

we define v ' : (L1 ^ Vx) ^/x ^x -^ (L" 0,^ Vx) ^/x ^x such that
DR(v') = v, where T>x ^Ox ^x is the tensor of left Vx -Modules over
Ox (cf. [Sl, 2.4.8-9] for details).
Remark. — The reason why we use the Ox -Module structure on
'Hom7^ induced by that on the target of the morphisms is that this
structure is related to the definition of dual by the next :
1.17. LEMMA. — With the notation as above, assume V is a right T>xModule. Then by the involution 1.7 we have the canonical isomorphism

(1.17.1)

Hom^{L, L ' ) = Hom^ ( L ^ V X ^ L ' ^ Vx)
=/Hom^(L,Lf)^ox^x

as right T^x -Modules, where the T>x -Module structure on the first term is
defined by the compisition with the action ofT>x on L ' . Moreover we have
a natural isomorphism as complexes of M(Ox^iS)^ •'
(1.17.2)

DR(nom^(L,L')} = Hom^^DR^))

compatible with the morphism u*, v^ in 1.16, where v is assumed Vxlinear.
TOME 117 — 1989 — N° 3
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proof. — The first assertion follows from the definition of the right
Ox-Module structures, and the last from 1.6.
1.18. Remark. — For u (E Fp 1-tom^{L, L ' ) = Homox (L, Ll ^ ^x)
(cf. 1.11) we define its symbol Gr^ u C 7^mc^(L,I/0 Gr^Px) by its
composition with the natural projection. The symbol morphism
(1.18.1) Gr^ -.FpHomD^L') —^om^ (L,L'0 Gr^x)
=nomox{L,Lf)^OxG^/Dx
is not surjective in general, because the filtration F on L'0 PX does
not splits as right Ox-Modules even locally, e.g. L' = C{a;}/(.r2). But if
L or L' has a connection or a structure of right P-Module, the symbol
morphism (1.18.1) is surjective using the following
1.19 Remark. — For u e FpHom^{L,L') and v = (1^1,... ,^J €
N^ such that \y\ := ^^ = P, define

(1.19.1)

1

26

^^(-i^n^')" ^^)^) ' ^^^^^^
^ — \,—-i-^ j^^-^

^"-^^1^

i

where (rci,... , X d x ) are local coordinates. Here (ad^)n := g ou - uo
g C Fp-i^mDiff(2.,L') for ^ E Ox. u C FpHom^L,L'), because
Gr^((ad^)n) = 0. Then we have
(1.19.2)

Gr^\=^^0<r

where ^ = G^ Qi. In fact we can first reduce to the case L = Ox by
considering any Ox-linear morphisms Ox -^ L (locally defined), because
(1.19.1) is compatible with the composition with Ox-linear morphisms.
Then we may assume u = u'P with u' C Uomox (Px, L1), P C FpDx =
Fp Uom^Ox. Ox), because 7tom<^ ( O x . L ' ) 0 Gr^ Px is generated by
such u = u ' P . Therefore the assertion is reduced to the case L = L' = Ox,
and it is clear.
Here note also that Gr^(^) = Gr1, v o Gr^ u for u in
FpHom^L.L') and v in FqUom^V\L"), where we use a natural
isomorphism
(1.19.3)

Uomox (L. L1 ®0x Gr^ Px)
—^ Hom^^ {L ^ox G^ Vx.L' 0c9x GrF[-ri Px)

with F[i] the shift of filtration defined by F[i\j = Fj-z.
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1.20 Remark. —
A Cx-linear morphism u : L —^ L1 of OxModules L, L' is called a differential operator of order < p in the sense
of Grothendieck (cf. [BO]) and denoted by u C PzJ^(L,L'), iff u is
the composition of L —^ P^ ^o^ L denned by m ^ 1 0 m and an
Ox-linear morphism u : P^^Ox L -^ L'\ where P^ = 8* 0 x x x 11^1
with I the ideal of the diagonal and 6 : X —^ X x X the diagonal
embedding. Here u is uniquely determined by u, because the first inclusion
is factorized by L -^ Ox ^c L = {Ox 0c Ox) ®0x L —^ P^ ^Ox LFor u e Viff^L.L'), we have
(1.20.1)

P
I J ( a d ^ ) H = 0 for any ^ c Ox,

because u : (Ox ^c Ox) ^Ox L —^ L' annihilates

((Ox0cOx)nJ P + l )0^.
In the algebraic case (1.20.1) is equivalent to u e Viff^L.L')^ because
we can replace L,L', etc. by r((7,L), etc. with U the affine open subsets
of X by the quasi-coherence (but S^Oxxx 7^ Ox^cOx even in the
algebraic case). In the analytic case, 6*1^ n0x 0c Ox is not generated
by n ( ^ ^ l - l^z)^ (|^| = ^ + 1), where ( x ^ . . . , X d x ) are local
coordinates, and the Weierstrass preparation theorem does not hold for
Ox^cOx.
We have, for Ox-Modules L, L'\
(1.20.2)

FpHomB^L') =V^ffp^Lf).

By the remark below we may assume L = Ox- Then
(1.20.3)

FpT^mDiff(Ox^) =Viffpx(Ox^Lf)
= ^ UomoAOx^^Q-

where 9- = 11 ^ e FpVx = Fp Hom^ (Ox, Ox) = Wff^Ox^Ox) for
|^| < p. In fact we have an exact sequence
(1.20.4)

0 -^ Viff^^L') -^ Viff^L')
—^ Homox (I?/!^1, Homox {L, L ' ) )

where the last morphism is also called the symbol morphism, and corresponds to u ^ u^ in 1.19 by the isomorphism

jp/jp+i ^ ^ ox \[{x^ i -10 ^r4.
i^i=p
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Then the assertion is clear by definition.
1.21 Remark. — For u C Homc(L,L1) and v e Homox{L",L) such
that uv beloiigs to FpHom^L" , L ' ) (resp. Viff^L11\L')), the restriction of u to L := 1m v belongs to FyHom^{L,L') (resp. Viff^(L,L')).
In fact, ^ is uniquely lifted to DR~l(uv) e 1-iomox {L" ^ L' 0 DpVx) by
1.2. so that m; is the composition of DTP" ^m;) and the natural projection
(c/. 1.4). Let w : K -^ L" be the kernel of v. Then w is Ox-linear so that
DR^^w = DR~l{ufvw) = 0
by 1.2 and_ 1.4. Therefore DR~l(uv) is factorized by the Ox-linear
morphism L —^ L' 0 FpPx_whose composition with the natural projection
is the restriction of u to L. This proves the assertion for T^omDiff. The
case of Diffx is similar, because P^ is flat over Ox2, Duality
2.1 Definition. — Let ujx be the analytic, or algebraic, dualizing
sheaf Q^, and ^x[dx] —^ K^ a resolution as right Px-Modules such
that K3^ are injective over Ox (e.g take an injective resolution as right
Px-Modules, because Vx is flat over Ox). For L9 c £^(Ox,DiflV,
Me c
^ohf^x), we define the dual DL', DM* by
(2.1.1)

W=Hom^[L^DR{K^}^
DM^^m^^M-),^),

(c/. 1.16-17), so that DDR(M^) = DR(BM9). Then DL', DM* are welldefined in ^(Ox^Difly, I^(Px), and D is a functor of triangulated
categories
D : Z5^(Ox,Diff/ -^ (D^(Ox,~Diff)f)°,

D : D^CD^) -^ (^oh(^x))0
by the following lemmas :
2.2. LEMMAS. — DL* is D-acyclic, if so is L*, and DM' is acyclic,
if so is M*.

Proof. — The second assertion follows from the acyclicity of
Hom^ {M9 (S)0x ^x^Kx ^ox ^x) = Uomox (M^Kx) ^Ox ^x,
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(c/. 1.17), because ^"^(M*) = I}R(M9 ^c>x ^x). Then for the first
assertion, it is enough to show the D-quasi-isomorphisms (1.12.2) in the
proof of 1.12 induces D-quasi-isomorphims on the dual, but this follows
from the next :
2.3J.EMMA. —
Let (M,F) be a filtered Vx-Module such that
Gr^ DR(M) is acyclic for p > po, (cf. 1.13). Let K be a right Vx-Module
injective over Ox • Then the natural morphism
(2.3.1)

nom^(DR(M)^K) -^ Hom^ (FpDR(M), K)

is a quasi-isomorphism for p > p o . If moreover (M, F) = L ^ox (Px,F)
as in 1.14, the morphism induced by FpDR(L^ox ^x) -> L in 1.9. :
(2.3.2)

nom^(L^K) —— nom^(FpDR(L^ V x ) ^ K )

is a quasi-isomorphism for p > 0.

Proof. — The second assertion follows from the first^because we have
FoDR(M) = L by definition. Put K; = Hom^(FyDR{M),K). Then
it is a projective system satisfying the Mittag-Lemer condition [G], and
K%
? ^ ^ is a quasi-isomorphism for p > q > pQ by assumption, because
K^ = Uomo^ (Fp^M^^ex^K) ®ox ^x
Kei{K; -^ K;_,) = Hom^ {Gi^DR{M)^K) 0^ P^.
Then the assertion is clear by [loc. cit.].
2.4. LEMMA. — For M9 e D^(Vx), the natural morphism
(2.4.1)

DM* -^ Hnom^(DR~lI}R{•),I}R~lK^)
= HHom^ {M^ijx[dx} ^Ox ^x)

is a quasi-isomorphism. In particular, WDM* are coherent (resp. holonomic) Vx-Modules and WDM* = 0 except for -dx < j < 0 {resp.
j = 0), if M is a coherent (resp. holonomic) Vx-Module.
Proof. — The assertion is local, and we have locally a good filtration
F of M so that Gr^ DR(M) is acyclic for p » 0. Then the first assertion
follows from 2.3, because we can replace M by its free resolution, and the
second from [K2].
2.5. Remark. — By V.G. GOLOVIN (Soviet Math. Dokl. 16 (1975,
p. 854), the injective dimension oiujx over Ox is d x '
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2.6. THEOREM. — Let X be a complex manifold. Let
For^^Diff/ -I^(Cx)
be the forgetful functor. Put DR = ForoDR : D^(Vx) -^ D^(Cx).
Then for L9 e D^(Ox,Diff)f, the natural morphism
Fo^DL') = For(nom^(L^DR(K^))
—> Homc^ ('Fo^L^^oroDR^x))
=HHomc^('FoI(L•),Cx[<2dx}) =DFor(L9)
is an isomorphism in D^(Cx), i.e. wet get a natural functor isomorphism
(2.6.1)

ForoD = D o For : ^(O^Diff/ -^ (^(Px))°.

Proof. — Note that the image of the functor For is contained in
D^Cx) the derived category of the bounded complexes with constructible
cohomologies by [Kl] and 2.4. Because the assertion is local, we can reduce
to the case WDR L* = 0 except for one j, and L3 are free Ox-Modules
of finite type. Then the proof is same as [Sl, 2.4.12].
2.7 COROLLARY. — We have a natural functor isomorphism DRo D
—^ D o DR compatible with (2.6.1) by DR o D -^ D o DR in 2.1.
2.8. Remark. — The above proof of 2.6. is essentially same as [Kl],
where the perfectness of the natural pairing
(2.8.1)

z; Sol(M) x i^DR(M) —^ C,

i.e. i^DR(DM) —^ i^DDR(M), is proved for a holonomic P^-Module
M. Here Sol(M) := RHom'D^M,ujx[dx}) so that Sol(M) = DR(DM),
and ^ : {x} -^ X. This duality is generalized to DR(DM) = DDR{M)
for M C D^{Vx) by [KK], [Ml] (cf. [B], [Be] for the algebraic case).
2.9. LEMMA. —
Let X be a smooth algebraic variety, and X^
the associated complex manifold. Let An denote the natural functors
D\0x^y -^ D^Ox^DiSy^D^Vx) -^ D^Vx^) induced by
®0x°x^ (where the pull-back by X^ -^ X is omitted). Let J^an
be an injective resolution of An(K^) as right P^an -Modules. Then for
Le e
^oh^^Diffy the composition
An^om^L^K^x)) -^ ^Hom^ (An^), An(^))
—^nom^[W\K^}
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is a quasi-isomorphism, and we have the natural functor isomorphisms
AnD = DAn : D^(Ox,Diff/ -^ (D^(Oxan,Diff/)0
AnD = DAn : <h(^x) —— (D^(V^))°.

Proof. — By definition of dual, it is enough to show the first assertion.
We may assume that WDR L* = 0 except for one j, and L3 are free
0^-Modules of finite rank. Then the assertion is clear.
2.10 THEOREM. — Let X be as above, and For : D^(0^,Diff)^ ->
Z^(Cxan), DR: D^(Vx) -^ D^Cx^) the composition of An with the
functors For, DR in 2.6. Then we have the natural functor isomorphisms
ForD = DFor, DRD = DDR.
(This is clear by 2.6-7.)
2.11 Remark. — For L9 e JD^O^.Diff)^, the dual DL* is represented
by the single complex associated with Homo^ (^ K^) whose first differential is given by using the identity
(2.11.1)
so that
(2.11.2)

Homo^ (L\ K^) = Hom^ (L1 0^ PX,^) .
DR~lnomo^(L\K^)=nom^(L9^Vx,K^^Vx).

If L1 are locally free, we can replace K\ by ujx[dx}' Then the differential of the dual is given by the transpose of that of L (taking local
coordinates and local trivializations of L1).
2.12 Remark. — In [KK], the duality isomorphism DRD —^ DDR is
defined by
(2.12.1) Sol(M) 0c DR(M) —— DR(ujx[dx}} = Cx[2dx],
We can check that it coincides with
(2.12.2)

(c/.2.8.)

DRD(M) = H Hom^ (M, cjx [dx])
DR

——> Hnomc^ (DR(M),DR^x[dx})) = DDR(M)
and with that in 2.7. In fact for u C Hom^[ff(L, K), we have a commutative diagram by 1.4 :
—— __-1

DR(DR

L
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where the vertical morphisms are as in 1.9.
3. Direct Images and Duality
3.1. — Let / : X —> Y be a proper morphism of complex manifolds,
or smooth algebraic varieties. We denote by /, and f* the sheaf theoretic
direct image and pull-back. The direct image of M* E Db(Vx) is
defined by

(3.1.1)

6
f.M9 = Hf. (AT 0^
^ -Dx^v) e D
D\Vx),

i -„- T-t
/r\
^
f^r\
rp. - i - P — _ ,^1_
where
T>X-^Y = Ox
^f0y
f*^YTo
define (g)^ we take flat resolution,
or factorize f b y X - ^ X x Y ^ Y and use the relative de Rham
DRxxY/Y^ where i is the embedding by graph and p is the projection.
In this note we take the resolution of M by standard induced Modules
in (1.5.2). The result is same as the second definition using the canonical
factorization. The merit is that we don't have to work on X x V, but only
on X, y. We also show that for the differential complexes the direct image
is defined simply by f^ the sheaf theoretic direct image, i.e. the differential
morphisms are stable by the direct image for proper morphisms. This is
obtained as a corollary of the above definition of /+ of Pjc-Modules. Using
this we can prove rather easily the duality for proper morphisms.

3.2. LEMMA. — For an induced "D^-Mo^ule M = L ®0x ^x? we ^ave
^orDX (M, Vx-^v) = 0 for i ^ 0 so that

(3.2.1)

M0^ VX^Y = M0p^ VX-.Y =L(S)fOy /^y-

(This est clear.)
3.3. PROPOSITION. —

For L9 C C^Ox^'iS) (or C^Ox^SV),

put M9 = DR'1^ (E Cf(Px). Then f.L9 e ^(Oy.Diff) (or
(^(Oy.Diff)^), i.e. the differential morphisms are stable by /•, and

(3.3.1)

f.M9 = DR~lf.L9

ifL'1 are /•-acyclic.

Proof. — We consider a natural morphism T>x^Y —)> Ox defined by
the tensor of VX^Y with /•Py -> j^Oy (cf. 1.4) over /•Py, and take
the tensor of M = L^Vx^ etc. in 1.4 with the above morphism, which
induces another surjection from L^fCy f^^Y = M(g)p^ 'D^_,y, etc. in
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the first diagram of (1.4.1). Then it is enough to take the direct image of
the new commutative diagram, cf. the remark below.
3.4. Remark. — For the reduction to the /.-acyclic case, we use
an affine covering {U,} of X and replace L1 by a Cech complex
©IJj^+iC^)^^ in ^e algebraic case, where ji : D,eJ ^ -^ X and
X is always assumed separated. In the analytic case, we use a canonical
flabby resolution of Godement (and truncate it), or a Dolbeault resolution, etc. Here / is proper, and soft or fine resolution is enough. We also
used the commutativity of /. and the inductive limit in the proof of 3.3,
because ®oy ^Y is the inductive limit of 0<^ FpPy. As a COROLLARY
of 3.3, f^M9 is well-defined in the derived category of quasi-coherent PyModules in the algebraic case (compare to [B], [Be]).
For L9 C D\Ox^\SY', we define

3.5. Definition. —
(3-^1)

f.L9 = Rf.L9 e D\OxWV

so that f^DR

= DR

f^ where Rf. is constructed as above.

3.6. PROPOSITION. - D^(0x^i«)f, D^(Vx) (cf. 1.5) are
stable by the direct images for proper morphisms (same for Db ^ ,).
^roof. — By 1.14, it is enough to show that WI)R~1 f^L =
DR WRf.L is a coherent Py-Module with a good filtration for L a
cohernent Ox-Module. But this is clear by Grauert's coherence theorem
for Ox-Modules.
3.7 Definition. — For^ complex of filtered Px-Modules (M*, F), we
define the^filtration F on DR(M9) by Fp(AP 0 A^Ox) = F^M^ 0 A^Ox
so that DR(M^F) e CT(Ox,DifF) (c/. [Sl, 2.2]). We define F on
^x[dx], K^ by Gr; = 0 for p ^ 0 so that ujx[dx} -> K^ is a filtered quasi-isomorphism. The filtered trace morphism Try for a proper
morphism / : X -^ Y is a morphism Try : Rf.I>R(^x[dx],F) -^
DR^Y[dY\.F) in DF(Oy,Diff) such that Gr^Try represents the analytic, or algebraic, trace morphism Try : Rf.ux[dx\ -^ cjy[dy] in D(0x)
and For(Try) the topological one Try : Hf.Cx[2dx] -> Cy[2rfy] or
Try : R/.Cxan [2dx] -> Cyan [2rfy].
3.8. Remark. — If Try is given in the filtered derived category as
above, it can be represented by
(3.8.1)

f.DR(K^,F) ^- FpDR(DR~l^DR(K^,F))
—DR(K^,F)
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where the first morphism is a filtered quasi-isomorphism as in the
proof of 1.14. In fact, DR Try is represented by a filtered morphism
DR~1 f.DR(K^,F) -^ (^,F), if K^ is chosen appropriately (c/. [Sl,
2.5.1]), and we apply DR to it, and restrict to Fp.
3.9. PROPOSITION. — The filtered trace morphism Try exists canonically so that Tigf = Tig og. Try in J9F(Oz,Diff) for X -^ Y -^ Z.
Proof. — In the analytic case, it is represented by the push-down
of the distributions (c/. [Sl, 2.5.1]). In the algebraic case, we may assume X, Y proper by Nagata-Hironaka, because the independence of the
compactification follows from the functoriality for composition. If / is
a closed embedding of codimension d, we have f^x = ^i'(^y) and
f^K^ —>• TxK^ —> K^. Then the filtered trace morphism is induced by
the identity f^x.F) -^ (f^x^F) with Gr^ f^x = 0 for p / 0, because f.DR(u;x[dx]^F) = DR{f^x[dx},F)) {cf. [Sl, 2.3]), and G< Try
is the composition
ujx[dx\ = Kxt^(Ox^Y)[dx} — ^i(^y)[^x] — ^{dy}.
In the case / is the projection^ x Y —>• V, we may assumej^ = pt, because
^XXY = ^X^^Y and DR{ujxxv[dx + M,F) = DR(u^[dx},F) ^
DR(ujY[dY\,F). By Hodge theory, the filtration F on Rr(X, DR(ujx[dx}))
is strict and H°(X,DR(iJx[dx])) = Gr^ H°(X,I)R(ujx[dx})) = C, and
we get Try : f^DR(Kx^F) —> (C,JF1). In general we use the canonical
factorization X —^ X x Y —> Y of / as in 3.1. The functoriality is clear
for the composition of closed embeddings and that of projections, and it
is reduced to the commutativity for

X xY

———>

p'

X xZ
p

Y

i

————>

Z

where i is a closed embedding, i' = id xz, and p , p ' are projections. But it
is also clear by definition.
3.10 Remark. — If we use the theory of mixed Hodge Modules in the
algebraic case (c/. [S2-3]), the filtered trace morphism is given as follows.
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For / : X —> Y a proper morphism of smooth algebraic varieties, we have
(3.10.1)

f^ : f^(dx)[2dx] —. Q?(^y)[2dy]

by the adjoint relation for />, /' [loc. cit.]. Taking the underlying morphism
of filtered P-Modules, we get
(3.10.2)

Tif : Rf.^x[dx^F) —— (^y[rfy],F)

in I^F(Py)

(3.10.3)

Try : Rf.DR{cjx[dx^F) —— ^R(^y[dy],F)

inD^Oy.Difi).
We can check that this trace morphism coincides with the above one in the
case of closed embeddings and projections. By this definition, the check
of the functoriality is easy.
3.11 THEOREM. — For f '. X —> Y a proper morphisms of complex
manifolds, or smooth algebraic varieties, and L9 e Db ^(Ox\ Diff)^ (cf.
1.15), we have a canonical functor isomorphism

(3.11.1)

^D^-^D^L*

in

Z^(Oy,Diff)^.

Proof. — By 1.14, we have a -D-quasi-isomorphism
(3.11.2)

Hom^(Rf.L\f.'DR{K^} ——
Fp^R(^R-l(^m^(n/.L•,/.^R(^))))

Hom^(Hf.L^FpDR(]5R~\f.DR(K^
where the filtration F on the differential complex
nom^(Hf.L^f.DR(K^))
is given by that of f.DR(K^), and the order of the differential morphisms is not counted here. Then the morphism (3.11.1) is given by its
composition with
ADL* = f.Hom^{L^DR(K^)} ——nom^(Rf.L^f.DR{K^))
nom^{Hf.L^FpDR(DR~\f.DR(K^))))
^ Hom^(Hf.L^DR(K^).
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To show the isomorphism of (3.11.1), we may assume L is a coherent OxModule so that f^L = f.Homox(L,K^), Df^L = Homo^^f.L.K^)
by 1.17 and 1.5. Moreover they are complexes of Oy-Modules and DR~1
is given by 00y Py. We define the filtration F on the intermediate
terms appeared in the construction of the morphism (3.11.1) as in [Sl,
paragraph 2], where F on L is trivial, i.e. Gr^ L = 0 (p / 0), and the
order of the differnetial morphisms are counted so that Gr^ are defined
in the category of 0-Modules. Then Gr^ of f^DL, Df^L are D-acyclic for
p / 0, and Gr<f of the morphism (3.11.1) is the composition
f.Uomo^{L,K\} — — H o m o ^ W . L J . K ^ ) ^ HomoyW.L.K^.
Therefore it is a quasi-isomorphism by [H], [RRV], and a D-quasiisomorphism, because it is defined in D(0v)'
3.12 COROLLARY. —
functor isomorphism

(3.12.1)

For M* C ^,coh(p^)^

/.DAT ^ D^M*

we have a

^nonical

in D^^Vy)

compatible with (3.11.1) by DR.
(This is clear.)
3.13. THEOREM. — The duality isomorphisms (3.11.1), (3.12.1) are
compatible with the topological one [V2] ;
(3.13.1)

f^K-^D^K

inZ^(Cy)

or D\(Cyan)

for K C D^(Cx) or D^Cx^1) by For, DR in the holonomic case.
Proof. — This follows from the condition for the filtered trace morphism : For(Tr^) represents the topological trace morphism.
3.14. Remark. — If we want to define the duality isomorphism as
(0.3) in the introduction, the trace morphism Try : f.Kx —> J^y must
satisfy some condition for the compatibility with the differential of M.
For example, if the differential d : Ox —^ Ox is given by $ G f.Qxv P^
^lx-y = E ^ ^ ^ ^X/Y =Ox^f•OYf9/DY locally on Y. Then Try
must satisfy
(3.14.1)

Tvf(u^=^T!f{ugi)ri^KJY

tor

uef.K^.

In fact the general condition is
(3.14.2)

Try is extended to a morphism of double complex
f.DR(Kx)—>DR(Ky),
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and it induces the filtered trace morphism taking the filtration associated
with DR. But (3.14.1-2) are rather difficult to realize in the level of
complex. In the case Y = pt, (3.14.1) implies Tr^(i^) = 0. But $ : K\ —>
K\ is surjective, if K^ is inject ive over "Dx and $ 7^ 0. Therefore we can
assume only the injectivity over Ox3.15 Remark. —
relation
(3.15.1)

The duality f^DM —1^ D/^M induces the adjoint

7^m^^)(M,/'AO -^ HomD^)(f.M,N)

for M € D^^Vx), N € D^Vy) and a proper morphism / : X -^ Y.
In fact it is enough to take H°Rr(Y, *) of the tensor of f^DM -^ D/^M
with (c^y 1 )^^^ N over Py. This relation was used in the proof of the
regularity of Hodge Modules (c/. [Sl]).
4. Diagonal Pairings and Riemann-Hilbert Correspondence
4.1.. — The Riemann-Hilbert correspondence for regular holonomic T>Modules was proved by [K3] and [M2] (c/. [B], [Be]) in the algebraic case.
In [K3] the inverse functor is constructed using the tempered distribution.
In [M2], [B], [Be] the fully faithfulness of the de Rham functor (or solution)
was first proved using the commutativity of 6' and the de Rham or solution, where 6 : X —> X x X is the diagonal embedding. But it was not so
clear whether the isomorphism constructed between Hom^-p^M^A^)
and Hom^c^^M^I^A^)) (or Hom^c^Sol^^SoHM*)))
was really induced by DR (or Sol), because we had to check the commutativity of some diagram which is not quite obvious. In this section we
check this point using the diagonal pairings. In the algebraic case we use
non quasicoherent P-Modules.
4.2. LEMMA. — Let X be a complex manifold or a smooth algebraic
variety, 6 : X —^ X x X the diagonal embedding, and pr^: X x X —^ X the
projection (z = 1,2). Then for a right T>x -Module M, we have a natural
isomorphism

(4.2.1)

M (S)0x ^x = o^S^M

as right Vx-bi-Modules, where pr9 (i = 1,2) is used to give the first
and second structure of right Vx-Module on 6*6^M, and the first (resp.
second) structure of M ^Ox ^x is the one associated to (S)Qx (°f' ^e
proof of 1.7) (resp. right multiplication).
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Proof. — By definition of direct image for right P-Modules, we have
a natural inclusion
(4.2.2)

0 : 6.M —^ S^M

which is Ox-li^ar for the both structure of <5+M, and induces a P^-linear
morphism
(4.2.3)

-0 : 6.M (S)0x ^x —> ^M

using the second structure of 6^M. Then it is bijective by definition, and
Px-linear for the first structure, because (f)(mv) = (f)(m)(pr^v -\-pr^v) for
m € M, v e Ox (in fact vix^xxx = lx^Xxx{pr[v + pr^v) where
1X-.XXX = 1 0 1 C Vx^XxX = Ox ^Oxxx ^ X x x ) .

4.3. LEMMA. — For right Vx-Modules M^N and a right VxxxModule K such that supp K C Im 8, we have a natural isomorphism
(4.3.1)

Hom^x (^ Homv^ (N, ^K)) = Uom^^ (M ^ TV, K)

where M IE1 N = (pr[M ^cpr^N) 0pr;Px 0cp^^x ^XxxProof. — This is clear by definition.
4.4. COROLLARY. — If K is an injective right Pxxx -Module and
suppJ^ C Im 6, then 6*K is injective over Vx for the both structure and
Hom-Dx^^9^) is an injective right Vx -Module for any N. (Here the
injectivity is considered in the not necessarily quasicoherent V-Modules in
the algebraic case).

Proof. — The assertion is clear by taking the global sections of
(4.3.1), and putting M = Z>x tor the injectivity of 6 * K , because
Oxxx ^pr^Ox pr^ is flat over Ox by pr^ and 1S1 is exact for the both
factors.
Remark. — The above K may not be quasicoherent if dim X / 0,
because the action of nonzero vector fields on K is surjective by the
injectivity of K.
4.5. COROLLARY. — For M\ N9 € D^Vx) and K9 € D^Vxxx)
such that SMppWK9 C 1m 6, we have a natural isomorphism
(4.5.1)

Hom^(^) (AT, R Hom^ (N^S^K9))
^Hom^p^^M^Tr,^).

Proof. — Replace Bullet by an injective resolution supported in 1m S
ofFim^ of its injective resolution, and apply H°T(X^) to (4.3.1).
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4.6. PROPOSITION. — For M9, N9 C D^(Vx), we have a commutative diagram
Homp^M-.DA^) ———~———

P

DR

RomD^c^DR^M^.DR^DN9))

}lomD(c^{DR(M^,DDR(N^)

DR

———>

Q

with the abreviations

V = Hom^p^)(M^A^^x[dx]),
Q = IlomD^^)(DR(M9)SDR(N•)^^Cx[{2dx]).
Here Cx, CxxX are replaced by Cx^^Cx^xX^ in the algebraic case.
Proof. — The first horizontal isomorphism follows from 4.5 taking an
injective resolution K* of 6^x[dx}- In the analytic case we apply DR to
this isomorphism, and get the second one with the commutative diagram
of the assertion by the proof of 4.5 (cf. the correspondence in 4.3), because
^DR(K9) = DR^DR^K9)) is an injective resolution o!Cx[2dx}. Here
the left vertical morphism is factorized as in the assertion by using the
duality isomorphism 2.7 (cf. 2.12) :
(4.6.1)

DR^Hom^ ( N ^ S ' K 9 ) ) = Hom^^ {N^DR^K9))
-^ nomc^(DR(N•),DR(DR(8•K9))).

In the algebraic case we apply the above argument to An(M), etc. {cf. 2.9),
and use 2.9 with the compatibility of 4.5 with An by taking an injective
resolution K^ of An(K9).
4.7. Remark. — In the case M*, N * have regular holonomic cohomologies, the right vertical morphism DR is an isomorphism by the commutativity of ^*, 6^ with DR, and the duality. In fact, we can replace
M9 S N9 in P and DR(M9) ^ DR{N9) in Q by 6^{M* ^ TV) and
S^DR^^M9 S N9)). Then the assertion is reduced to
DR: Hom^p^^M* ^N^^x^x])
^Kom^c^iDR^^SN^^Cx^dx])
TOME 117 — 1989 — N° 3
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and follows from DRD —^ DDR (cf. 2.7) in the analytic case. In the
algebraic case we have to use also the commutativity of DR (or An) with
the direct image onto a point, where the regularity at infinity is essentially
used. Here we need also the fully faithfulness o{Db(Vx)qcoh —^ Db(Vx),
where the first (resp. second) is the bounded derived category of quasicoherent (resp. not necessarily quasicoherent) P^-Modules, cf. [B]. This
property is equivalent to the following (equivalent) left (resp. right) effaceability : for any quasicoherent P^-Modules M,N and e E £xtk{M,N),
there exists a surjection u : M' —> M (resp. an injection v : N —> N ' ) such
that u^e = 0 in £xtk(MI,N) (resp. v^e = 0 in <?;r^(M,A^)) for k > 0.
In the affine case the left effaceability is easily checked using a surjection
from a free Module, and the general case is reduced to this case using the
right effaceability and an affine covering with the adjunction for j*,j^,
cf. [loc. cit.]. Then by the commutativity of the diagram we get the isomorphism of the left vertical morphism DR and the fully faithfulness of
the de Rham functor. It seems that the check of the commutativity of the
above diagram is not so easy if DR is replaced by Sol (cf. 2.8), because
Sol is contravariant and the diagonal pairing is not preserved by Sol as in
the proof of 4.6.
4.8. Remark. — We can also define the duality isomorphism using the
diagonal pairings. For M = D7V, N C Db ^{T>x\ we have a canonical
element
c e Homp(p^^) (M ^ N, 6^x[dx})
corresonding to id C Homm-p^)(M, DN). By the direct image we get
^ceRomD^^)(f.M^^N,^f^x[dx})
Tryo/,cCHom^(^^)(/,M^/^,^o;y[dy]).
For the perfectness of Try o/^c, i.e. the isomorphism of the corresponding
morphism f^DN —>• Df^N, we use the filtered trace morphism Try :
f^(^x[dx}^F) —> (c<;y[rfy],F) such that Gr^Try is the analytic, or
algebraic, trace morphism Try : Rf.cjx[dx] —^ ^y[(^y] as in 3.11. Here
note that Gv^(f^x[dx}) = ^f^x[dx} and Gr^y[dy] = ^y[dy]
are invariant by the closed embeddings (in particular by ^), because
0 = mm{p : Gr^ cjx / 0} (same for Y).
4.9. Remark. — It would be possible to define the duality isomorphism
(0.1) using the trace morphism of bimodules :
(4.9.1)

Try :Rf.{(^x[dx]^^x)^^x-.Y)^^x-.Y)
——> CJyIdy^Py,
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(c/. [Scl-2]). But to do so, we have to show a nontrivial isomorphism
(4.9.2)

[ujx ^f0y f^v) 0^ (Ox ®f0y /^r)
^ (^x ^{Ox ^f0y f^v)) ®f0y f'T>Y

as right /•Py-bi-Modules, and the relation with the trace morphism
for 0-Modules and relative P-Modules becomes nontrivial. As a consequence, it is not so clear that the duality isomorphism proved in
[loc. cit.] is really induced by (4.9.1). Here we have to take the representative of IR/,(M(g)p^ VX-.Y), etc. to check the assertion. In fact,
RHomT^^{M^x[dx}^t)x) cannot be defined without taking an injective resolution of ^x[dx}<^^x, and M0p^ T>x-.Y without a (flat) resolution of M or VX-^Y^ etc. and we have to check some commutativity of
diagram in the level of complexes (compare to paragraph 3). In [Sc2], the
isomorphism (4.9.2) seems to be reduced to the isomorphism
(4.9.3)

{Ox ^f0y r^r) ^ {Ox ®^0y f^v)
^ {Ox ®f0y /^r) ^f0y f^Y

as right /•'Dy-bi- and left P^-Modules, where the left Pjc-Module
structure of T>x^v = Ox ^f0y f*^Y is used for ®ox in tne left h^d
side, and its right yPy-Module structure for ®f0y in the right. Then
we can prove it directly by f ^ P ^ g ^ Q >-> (fg<^ 1 0 Q)t{P), where
t means the right /^'Dy-Module structure associated with the tensor of
right and left /•Py-Modules over fOy {cf. the proof of 1.7). Note that
we can also use 4.8 to define (4.9.1), because (4.9.1) should be the direct
image by 6 of the trace morphism.
Here it should be also noted that the involution 1.7 must be used in
the proof of id —^ D2 in [loc. cit.].
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